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Backgraund

This document is the first edition of the National Framework of
Adult English Language, Literacy and Numeracy Competence.
In 1989, through funding from the Australian Committee for
Training Curriculum (ACTRAC), the Adult, Community and
Further Education Division of the Office of Training and
Further Education in Victoria began developing this Project
major curriculum initiative for Adult Basic Education, English
for second language learners and, in a later development,
industry training.

The establishment of the Framework is in line with four other
major national developments. The Commonwealth
Government's Australian Language and Literacy Policy
(August, 1991) indicated the necessity for a more coordinated
approach to adult literacy and English as a second language
provision in post-compulsory education and training. The
development of a consistent reference point for assessment and
reporting is fundamental to the success of this initiative. The
'Key Competencies' developed by the Mayer Committee
(September, 1992) reflected the desire of Ministers whose
portfolios included Education and/or Training to see an
increasing convergence of vocational and general education
ancl more well-defined targets for both teachers and learners.
The Employment and Skills Formation Council of the National
Board of Employment, Education and Training recommended
the establishment of the Australian Vocational Certificate
Training System (March, 1992) which has as part of its core
curriculum the reading, writing and speaking of English, based
on contextual learning. Finally, the development of national
competency standards aligned to the Australian Standards
Framework has meant a growing need for providers of Adult
Basic Education (ABE) and English as a Second Language (ESL)
to work with and assist industry to incorporate English
language and literacy competencies in industry training
programs.

Initially, this Project developed position papers which raised
issues for discussion in the national arena. A Steering
Committee was convened with representatives from the
various States and Territories and the Departments of
Employment, Education and Training and Immigration and
Ethnic Affairs.

In August 1992, a national forum was held to debate a proposal
for a project, to develop a generic skills accreditation framework
for adult basic education and English as a second language
provision. Representatives from State/Territory TAFE, Adult
Migrant .English Services and community education systems
participated as well as representatives from the National
Training Board, the National Centre for English Language
Teaching and Research (NCELTR), the Department of
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Employment, Education and Training, the (then) Department of
Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs, the
Australian Language and Literacy Council, the National
Languages and Literacy Institute of Australia (NLLIA) and
English as second language and adult literacy professional
associations.

Forum participants unanimously endorsed a proposal for the
immediate development of a national framework of key
competencies in English language, literacy and numeracy for
English as a second language, adult literacy and basic education
purposes. The framework was to have two purposes:

to facilitate the design, delivery, assessment and possible
certification of curricula for adult English as a second
language, adult literacy and basic education; and
to assist industry to develop an awareness of specific work-
related competencies involving English language, literacy
and numeracy, and to incorporate these cornpetencies into
their training programs where appropriate.

Following the national forum, an expert language and literacy
panel met to establish the Framework's principles and
theoretical underpinnings. A working group on basic
mathematics had previously been convened to establish the
underlying principles for development of numeracy
cornpetencies. Development and trialling of these ideas
proceeded from this point.

In December 1992, a public tender was called for a consortium
to write the language and literacy competencies according to
the Project's mandate. The tender was won by a team convened
by the Centre for Workplace Communication and Culture,
University of Technology, Sydney, who later contracted
additional workers to provide expert advice in relatiOn to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives. The
convenor of the nurneracy working group joined this team to
ensure the integration of the numeracy components of the
Framework with the language and literacy components. The
first draft of the Framework was submitted in February 1993.

That draft was subject to extensive exposure and consultation
with State and Territory systems' representatives, ABE and ESL
program experts and practitioners. Consultation has also
occurred with representatives of:

the Department of Employment, Education and Training
(DEET)

the Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs (DIEA)
the National Training Board (NTB)
the Mayer Committee Secretariat

the National Board of Employment, Education and Training
(NBEET)

the Australian Language and Literacy Council (ALLC)
the National Centre for English Language Teaching and
Research (NCELTR)

the Australian Council for Adult Literacy Inc. (ACAL)
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proceeded from this point.
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first draft of the Framework was submitted in February 1993.
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the Department of Employment, Education and Training
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the National Languages and Literacy Institute of Australia
(NLLIA)

the Language and Literacy Working Party of the Australian
Education Council/ Ministers of Vocational Education,
Employment and Training, and
the Australian National Training Authority (ANTA).

In addition, the writers sought academic feedback via their own
networks through a meeting convened in Sydney for this
purpose. Thrc ugh all these consultative processes the
Framework has subsequently been considerably refined and
red ra fted.

Future developments
Through the NCELTR, the NLLIA, the Project's steering
committee and ABE and ESL professional associations, the
Framework will continue to be tested, modified, refined and
validated.

LiaiFon is occurring with teams in New South Wales, Western
Australia and Queensland who are currently developing new
curricula from the Framework. It is anticipated that valuable
lessons will be learnt from these processes. Resultant
modifications will be incorporated in new documentation.

Trials are beginning to assess the usefulness and ease of
application of the Framework in the Food, Metals, Vehicle,
Hospitality and Tourism and Clerical industries.

A professional development kit is currently being produced to
introduce and explain the Framework in greater detail, with a
wide range of examples to help practitioners and others
envisage its uses. Project members are working with the
National ALBE Professional Development Reference
Committee to include the use of the Framework in a more
comprehensive professional development plan for States and
Territories.
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Inb:oducing the Framework

What is its basis?

Language, literacy and numeracy are central elements of
competence for work and social activity. They are best taught,
learned and assessed where they occur, through activities in
social contexts. That maxim is the foundation of this
Framework.

This document deliberately uses the term 'competence' instead
of 'competency' which has commonly featured in recent
literature on adult education and workplace training. The
shared characteristic of some recent reports, scales and
frameworks is to define 'competency' without reference to
either the significance and impact of specifk social contexts or
any overarching framework.

Competence requires a connection of performance and
knowledge and skills, coordinated in such a way as to achieve
social goals in particular contexts. People act on the basis of
what they know to realise and transform their knowledge
through performance. While knowledge and skills are the
products of formal education, training and study, they are also
the products of life experience. This experience is shaped by the
complexities of culture. Throughout this document the use of
the term culture refers to differences that arise from Aboriginal,
ethnic, gender and socioeconomic background. These
differences are neither static nor uniform, but varied, multi-
layered and dynamic. Constellations of differences in the life
experiences of adult learners produce distinctive ways of
knowing and doing. Since competence is always context-
specific it needs to allow for cultural diversity in the way that it
is determined. This Framework has developed a notion of
competence that recognises and values cultural differences in
performance.

The comnetence statements in the Framework have been
selected to reflect not only the social character of language,
literacy and numeracy, but also contemporary changes in the
structure of work, communication and technologies, and the
evident cultural diversity of our society. As a consequence, they
have been pitched at a level of generality which can encompass
the diverse backgrounds, needs and resources of learners and
workers, educators and trainers and the various educational,
training and community contexts in which these people live
and work.

The Framework is not a specific curriculum or assessment
program. lt is not a prescription for a uniform curriculum. It
does not dictate use of any particular teaching or learning
methodology, nor does it derive from any single theoretical or
linguistic origin, but from the pooling of a wide range of
academic, practical and community expertise and advice.
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What is it for?

It is intended to guide and inform the development and
review of more specific programs for learning in English
language, literacy and numeracy. It should also operate as a
nationally consistent reference point for discussing the nature
of individual progress, for the recognition of prior learning, for
program planning, for professional development, for industry
training, and for future research and evaluation.

FIGUR:: 1: RECOMMENDED USES AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE FRAMEWORK_
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It has the potential to do so in the following ways:
1 The Framework provides a basis for teachers and curriculum

writers to develop accredited curricula in the fields of ABE
and ESL. (Learning outcomes and assessment criteria will,
however, need to be developed in the context of particular
curricula. Assessment methods and instruments need to be
developed or selected to enable students to demonstrate
competence.)

2 The Framework provides a set of competence descriptors
that can be used across the vocational education and training
system, the adult, community and further education sector,
adult migrant education services and labour market
programs to describe the outcomes and progress of
participants and to compare the outcomes of accredited
curricula.

3 The Framework provides a coherent and relevant
description of language, literacy and numeracy for
incorporation into industry training.

4 The reference to common statements of competence will
facilitate the creation of student pathways and cross-
crediting arrangements within adult, community and furth..?r
education, vocational education and training. Incorporation
of these competence statements into non-accredited adult,
community and further education curricula will further
facilitate student pathways through such programs.

5 A program planning and referral matrix referenced to the
Aspects and Stages of the Framework will facilitate
statewide and regional coordination of programs and
provide a basis for greater national consistency.

The coordinated trialling and evaluation of the Framework
will test its reliability and validity for supplying some of the
ingredients for a nationally consistent reporting system. The
following are some of the advantages offered by the
Framework from the perspectives of potential users.

Students kyill find the results of the application of the
Framework useful for recognition of their prior learning and
transfer of credit, for improving the portability of their
credentials and the clarity of their career pathways, and for
provision of assessments that genuinely reflect competence in
language, literacy and numeracy.

Those engaged in preparing curricula will have a source of
guidance and support for describing accurately the nature of
language, literacy and numeracy competence in curricula, The
Framework's competence statements can be used for informing
learning outcomes in ABE, ESL, and industry training. Those
teaching will have a resource to inform their theoretical and
practical perspectives and consistent descriptors for
competence that can be observed and reported on.
It will provide industry with a description of the complexity of
language, literacy and numeracy related to training and
changing workplace practices, within a functional structure
able to aecommodate industry's needs for identification of
competence and credit transfer.

12
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Providers will have a common language for describing the
outcomes of provision. It will also assist program planners to
classify types of provision with relation to priority targets.

Finally, in relation to government departments, the Framework
has the potential to improve their services. The Department of
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs will be able to improve the
articulation of Adult Migrant English Program provision with
other forms of vocational education and training and adult,
community and further education. The Department of
Employment, Education and Training will be able to use the
Framework to improve the articulation between labour market
programs, TAFE and community adult literacy programs and
workplace Ertlish language and literacy programs.

8 DRAFT ©ACTRAC Products Ltd



Explaining the Framework

Communication
Communication consists of oral, written, mathematical, graphic
or symbolic representations and those derived from gesture or
expression, used singly or in combination. These can be
unpacked into further components: the capacities to talk and
listen; to read and write; to arrange, interpret and process
mathematical concepts and ideas; to design, make, use and
interpret images; and to make and interpret actions and
gestures.

In conventional communication, these components frequently
overlap and interact to the extent where they are rarely
separable. Mathematics is embodied in language; written
language is integral to graphic representation; much
mathematical representation is symbolic or graphic; face-to-face
oral communication is interpreted through the accompanying
gestures; and so on. A sales transaction, for example, requires
talk and listening between salesperson and customer, the
reading of labels or other information, calculation of prices,
perhaps a signature or the writing of an invoice, accompanied
by non-verbal signals which are made and interpreted by both
parties. The components of this Framework are designed to reflect this
integration and interaction of communicative activity.

It should be noted that all the descriptions of language, literacy,
numeracy competence are general. In each case the language/
literacy/numeracy activity could be any of, or any combination
of, graphical, mathematical, reading, listening, writing or
speaking activities. Decisions to determine the nature and
balance of these activities will be made at the points of
curriculum design and delivery.

Competence with communication,
social activity and work

In this Framework, communication is seen to be at the heart of
social activity and work in contemporary culture. The notion of
work includes, for example, unpaid domestic work, voluntary
community work and work entailed in formal study as well as
paid employment.

All learning has a potential work value, As an obvious example,
a general education that does not have an overt work
orientation might ultimately lead to employment, paid or
otherwise. The artificiality of some of the distinctions between
paid employment, community involvement and domestic work
is becoming increasingly evident. The skills and knowledge
needed for a fulfilling life are frequently those required in the
workplace and vice versa. Nowhere is this more obvious than
in the area of communication. With workplace reform focused

1 4
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on team work, flattening of organisational hierarchies, use of
new technologies and increased emphasis on the social
responsibility of work organisations, the need for both
increased levels and an increased range of communicative
competence is greater than ever before. The design of this
Framework is based on communicative interaction, broadly construed,
which is found in work-related and other social contexts.

From this analysis, an initial Social Activity Framework was
developed as the basis for describing related language, literacy
and numeracy competence. While the focus of this Project is on
language, literacy and numeracy competence, the Social
Activity Framework is included in this document (page 53) to
help inform understanding of the Language, Literacy and
Numeracy Framework and because of its potential for use in its
own right as an instrument to develop and review courses for
adults which have a strong social or integrated focus with less
emphasis on the development of specific language, literacy and
numeracy skills.

Social Language,
Activity Literacy and

Competence Numeracy
Framework Competence

Framework
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Components of the Framework
Aspects of Competence

This Framework is constructed using six 'Aspects' of
communication relating to:

performing tasks;
using technology;

expressing identity;
interacting in groups;

interacting in organisations; and

interacting with the wider community.
Performing Tasks: A task is a goal-oriented activity requiring
behaviour appropriate to the context and always involving
various forms of communication. The term used in this
Framework for these types of communication is procedural
communication.

Using Technology: Technology involves the use of tools,
whether a spade or a computer. Increasingly, technologies
involve media for information exchange fundamental to
communication. Communication in this area involves
instruction in, and reflection on, the use of technology and
various media. This is referred to as technical communication.

Expressing Identity: Identity, which comprises personal
attributes, histories and individual resources, is a critical aspect
of all social activity. Communication is a fundamental part of
building and strengthening personal identity and finding
effective ways to express it in social contexts. This is referred to
as personal communication.

Interacting in Groups: Groups require extensive and
continuous communication in order to function effectively. This
is referred to as cooperative communication.

Interacting in Organisations: Individuals and groups operate
in the context of social organisations and institutions which
have their own distinctive formats and systems for operation.
The communicative elements of the operation of such formats
and systems is referred to as systems communication.

Interacting with the Wider Community: Organisations and
institutions operate in a wider social or community context.
Education and work in contemporary society extends far
beyond schooling and the workplace to include the influence
and meages of mass media and communications, public
institutic.,cs and government, community and civic life. Social
participation requires knowledge and the capacity to deal
effectively with social and educational institutions and
resources, rights and entitlements. Employment requires an
understanding of the contexts for which goods and services are
provided. The communicative elements of this process are
referred to as public communication.

It should be made clear that these Aspects of communication
are not discrete. At work, for example, you cannot have a task
without technology and you cannot talk technically without
talking procedurally. A person cannot operate effectively in a

16 DRAFT OACTRAC Products Ltd 11



FIGURE 2: ASPECTS IN THE FRAMEWORK
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team while ignoring its members' identities. Each Aspect
overlaps with, and is dependent on, the others, but enables
tasks and social activities to be perceived from different
vantage points.

Because of this interrelatedness and interdependence between
the six Aspects of communication, a hexagon has been chosen
to represent the Framework (figure 2).

Stages of Competence
This Framework includes three key stages in the development
and use of competence in work and social activity assisted
competence, independent competence and collaborative
competence.

These Stages draw broadly on recent work in the fields of
cultural psychology and activity theory. This work explains
development and learning as progress from using tools and
technologies under the direction of an expert to independent
and responsible use, to integration of practices with a larger
group or organisational structure. These Stages involve a
broadening and increasingly flexible and adaptable repertoire
of competence from relatively simple activities to more
complex, varied and integrated ones.

The Framework reflects a number of lines of development from
Stage to Stage. These are:

patterns in the development of language, literacy and
numeracy competence;

steps in the process of learning how to learn;
stages in personal and social development;
the development of career paths; and
steps towards making optimal productive use of the
resources that arise from cultural diversity.

These lines of development are elaborated below with relation
to each specific Stage.

Stage: Assisted Competence
This Stage refers to the language, literacy and numeracy
competence needed for:

using language, literacy and numeracy for contexts which
have a practical and personal orientation;
assisted learning;

taking responsibility for one's own learning in limited ways;
communication requirements of jobs which require a limited
degree of independence; and
shifting from one cultural and/or linguistic/mathematical
context to another.

Learning involves practising and performing tasks with expert
assistance, building on and expanding existing knowledge and
skills

18
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This assistance may take a variety of forms: for example,
working alongside an expert/mentor/teac'%-r who is advising
on or modelling the performance of a task; or '-ig instruction
in oral or written form for guidance.

This is the conventional, common sense understanding of
assistance as needing the help or intervention of another
person. For the purposes of this Framework, assistance
certainly means this, but much more as well. In addition,
assistance means dependence on support structures be they
organisational, regulatory or technical to undertake a task or
social activity. So, for example, a person might appear to be
working independently on a production line, without the
immediate and literal assistance of another person, but they are
nevertheless undertaking their role with assistance in a broader
social sense measured in terms of levels of dependence on
surrounding support structures.

Optimally, the assistance gives shape and structure to the
activity with the learner actively involved. The competence
which emerges under guidance entails not just the capacity 'to
do', but also understanding of the wider purposes, applications
and cultural relevance of the task or activity at hand.

Stage: Independent Competence
This Stage refers to the language, literacy and numeracy
competence needed for:

learning to use language, literacy and numeracy for
engaging in a variety of contexts and reflecting on the
relationships between these contexts;
independent learning;
taking on independent responsibility;

communication requirements of jobs which require some
degree of independence; and

adapting the skills of one cultural, linguistic/mathematical
context to another.

Through practice with assistance, individuals move towards the
capacity to act independently.

Contemporary workplaces and community life rely on
individuals' ability to perform independently, to use initiative
to solve problems and to understand how their activities fit into
the overall goals of organisations and institutions.

Competence at this stage involves acting independently in the
interests of the community or work organisation and taking
responsibility where appropriate.

Stage: Collaborative Competence
This Stage refers to the language, literacy and numeracy
competence needed for:

learning to use language, literacy and numeracy for
acknowledging different perspectives and reflecting on the
relationships between these;

collaborative learning and mentoring;

accepting responsibility as a, member of a group,
organisation and the larger community;
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jobs that require collaborative work and coordinating
responsibility; and

a fully multicultural social context where people move
backwards and forwards between differing sets of cultural
and linguistic/mathematical knowledge, skills and attributes
and where differences are used as a positive resource.

In productive workplaces and community settings, high
degrees of collaboration, teamwork and social integration are
required. Individual competence is necessary but insufficient
for effective achievement of gc,als.

Collaborative competence involves seeing how one's
standpoint, purposes, background and activities can contribute
to the larger goals of a group, an organisation or a community.

Responsibility at this level requires the recognition, evaluation
and mediation of a variety of perspectives. It also customarily
involves longer-term and broader construction of issues.

Identifying Stages of Competence
Several matters should be taken into account when identifying
Stages of Competence.

Adult learners enter programs with mixed repertoires of
competence. For example, an adult basic education student
may be able to perform a range of tasks independently with
a specific technology, but may require assistance to work in
a team. In contrast, a person might have sophisticated
competence for working in community groups and small
teams, but may need assistance in dealing with particular
forms of technology. It is equally likely that some, perhaps
most, learners will be proficient independently and
collaboratively with some tasks, but will require assistance
with others. These Stages do not apply as a general categorisation
of a person and his or her level of competence and should never be
used as such. They are intended to be context-specific.

Learners may demonstrate differential competence in first
and second languages. For example, some learners of non-
English-speaking backgrounds who display collaborative
competence at certain activities in their first language may
need help to undertake the same activities in English.
The development of competence presumes a broadening
reperto:re. At the Independent' stage, there will still be
times when a learner will need assistance with new or
unfamiliar tasks, technologies or contexts. At the
'collaborative' stage, there will still be instances of both
assisted and independent competence, in the context of
collaborative activity. The statements of competence listed
under particular Stages are expressed as exit-level
descriptions. They mark out, broadly rather than narrowly,
explicit thresholds.

Because the Stages are meant to describe broadening
repertoires of competence, movement from the 'assisted
learning' to the 'collaborative' stage may not require the
reflection of competence according to all the statements
included at the previous Stages. In different work, local
programs and other contexts, a differing mix may be
relevant and appropriate.

20
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FIGURE 3: STAGES IN THE FRAMEWORK
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Phases of Learning
Each Aspect/Stage segment of the Framework includes a sub-
division of 'Phases' which have implications for the way
teaching and learning occur. It is important to stress that these
divisions are devices for categorising competence at each of the
three Stages.

They are not necessarily in a linear sequence although
'reflecting on experience' and 'engaging in activities' typically
precede 'broadening applications' and 'critically reviewing'.
They are suggestive of four 'moments' of pedagogy:

Reflecting on experience: working out what the
communication or practical issues are in relation to previous
experiences or expectations, and reflecting on prior
performance and capacities.

Engaging in activities: involvement in activities designed to
improve the level of knowledge and skill of the participant.

Broadening applications: extending knowledge and
performance and finding and exploring relationships with
other issues and activities.

Critically reviewing: assessing outcomes and consequences
and making plans for further courses of action.

FIGURE 4: PHASES IN THE FRAMEWORK
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FIGURE 5: ASPECTS, STAGES AND PHASES IN THE FRAMEWORK
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The Competence Statements
Each of the Framework's 18 segments contains a summary
Statement of Competence which is elaborated in terms of the
Phases of Learning. The Phases of Learning provide more
detailed statements of the development of competence at each
stage of an Aspect. Examples of each Phase are also given. Each
of these statements has three components orientation, stage
and context.

FIGURE 6: ORIENTATION, STAGE AND CONTEXT

Orientation Stage

language, literacy and numeracy

Eparticipate in the activities and structures of an organisation.

Context

Orientation: Each statement and example begins with a verb
specifying a ;unction and use of language, literacy and
numeracy.

Stage: Each Statement specifies a component which marks a
qualitative differentiation from other Stages (i.e. 'with
assistance', 'independently' and 'collaboratively'). It is in this
part of the Statement that the increased control and
manipulation of the language resources is captured.

Context: Each Competence Statement specifies a context in
general terms, tying it to one of the six Aspects of Competence
(for example, in teams and groups, in relation to an
organisation's goals, or community needs etc).

The examples which follow the Statements are intended to
provide complementary and explanatory information. Where
several examples are offered, it is not intended to mean that
each is to be performed or completed. They are guidance for
more concrete teaching and learning activities in context.

There are two developmental aspects to language, literacy and
numeracy progression:

Across the Stages: Increasing ability across the Stages is
mainly concerned with increasing autonomy: the movement
from assisted to independent to collaborative uses of
language, literacy and numeracy as forms of social action.
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This movement involves an increasing ability to draw on
and manipulate language, literacy and numeracy resources
appropriate to the social activity. This increasing ability
ranges from basic uses of these resources to more complex,
flexible and strategic uses.

Within the Stages: Movement within the Stages of language,
literacy and numeracy competence is across several broad
continua: from familiar to unfamiliar texts, tasks and
contexts; from commonsense, everyday to more technical,
specialised texts, tasks and contexts; from concrete to
abstract, and from singular to multiple texts, tasks and
discourses. Note that the Competence Statements, as exit-
level statethents, do not contain indications of this
movement,

It should also be noted that all the descriptions of language/
literacy/numeracy competence are general. In each case, the
language/literacy/numeracy activity could be either reading or
listening, or writing or speaking or mathematics, or a
combination of all of these modes of communication.

Some General Principles of language, literacy and
numeracy development w'rthin Stages

Complexity

Two important variables in the development of language,
literacy and numeracy competence are complexity and

Complexity focuses on the task itself and can be specified
relatively independently of the characteristics of the learner. By
contrast, familiarity is focused on the learner's relationship with
the text or task at hand and is based on what learners already
know and can do.

Four main factors influence the complexity of a text or task:

technicality: how specialised the language being used in the
text or task is;

abstraction: how far a text or task is removed from
immediate experience of actual events or situations;
orientation: how a text or a task is intended to affect others,
i.e. its function; and

performance strategies: strategies required for producing
texts or completing tasks.

Each of these factors is separately described, although in
practice they overlap significantly.

Technicality measures the distance between the meanings of
the language and mathematics in a text or task and everyday
understandings, language and mathematics. For example, the
specialised knowledge of a trade or profession is reflected in a
high degree of technical language or 'jargon'.
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Increasing technicality increases the complexity of a task or text:

when technical meanings are introduced in new concepts
and distilled in new wordings,

e.g. introducing the term '-1' (` negative one') radically
changes most learners' existing concept of number as
something tied to counting objects, or

when new technical meanings are superimposed on existing
words and meanings,

e.g. taking an existing word such as 'competence' and
redefining it technically as the 'knowledge, skills and
attributes underlying competent performance in work'
significantly reworks its previous non-technical
meaning.

The process of developing new meanings by creating new
words and concepts or by changing the meaning of old ones
involves a lot of explicit definition, classification and
explanation which is in turn reflected in increasingly complex
grammar, sentences and/or processes.

Abstraction refers to our ability to use linguistic and/or
mathematical symbols, concepts and ideas to represent things
absent from the immediate context. The more abstract a text or
task, the less constrained it is by the immediate situation and
the more it is shaped by its goal of portraying other situations.
Thus, explaining how a piece of technology works is more
abstract than showing someone how to use it; producing a
budget for the forthcoming year is more abstract than counting
the change in your purse.

A higher degree of abstraction demands increasing levels of
competence because understanding and describing the
linguistic and mathematical meanings of a text or a task cannot
rely on practical knowledge of the immediate situation only.
This is particularly the case when learners engage with a
variety of contexts and need to reflect on the relationship
between these, as in the 'independent' stage of the Framework.

Orientation is the first part of each Competence Statement in
this Framework. It specifies the function of language and
mathematics by referring to the means that someone uses to
affect others by producing a text or performing an activity. Are
they describing something? Are they analysing something? Are
they persuading someone? Are they arguing for something?
Are they trying to reconcile varying points of view or interest?

Increasing complexity of orientation also means increased
complexity in the way the activity or text is attempting to act
on, or influence, our views and attitudes towards situations,
objects, events, contexts, texts, other people and their interests
and viewpoints.

For example, an increasing complexity of orientation can he
observed in the movement from describing to comparing and
contrasting to analysing to interpreting to re-interpreting to
negotiating a new interpretation. We can simply describe a
political.party. We can also compare and contrast it with other
parties. Or we can analyse it by importing a framework from a
discipline and thus construe it in terms of its history, world
trends or the economic interests of its constituency. Or we can
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Familiarity

interpret it by taking up a particular standpoint and construing
it from that vantage point. Thus we might interpret it according
to its attitude to health care. Or we can re-interpret it by
describing previous interpretations and then argue against
these former interpretations in favour of a new interpretation.
Or we can negotiate a new interpretation with others by using a
vocabulary that integrates a range of differing views.
The same sort of process occurs with mathematical texts and
their use. This is especially apparent, for example, in the way
that statistics such as those about unemployment levels, or
surveys on voting intentions, are used to influence wider
community views. But one can also connect orientation with the
way proofs are used to show that a particular proposition
(whether within the field of mathematics or another field) is
true or false.

Increasing the complexity of orientation typically involves
increases in both abstraction and technicality. This is because the
greater the complexity in the way a text or task interacts with other
views, ideas and perspectives, the more language and
mathematics must be used to consider and assess other meanings.

Performance strategies are those general processes and
procedures employed in completing social activities. Included
here are strategies to do with planning, drafting, editing,
predicting and checking.

Increasing text and/or task complexity demands increased
procedural strategies to cope with such matters as deadlines,
length of texts, how closely scrutinised the text/task will be, the
significance of the longer-term consequences of the text/task,
the number of fields of knowledge or practice being woven
together, and so on.

The second major variable, familiarity, focuses on the way that
learners' backgrounds relate to what they have to do. Does this
background, based on the linguistic, mathematical, cultural and
social history of the learner, match up with the demands of the
tasks or texts at hand?

How familiar is the learner with:

the degree of technicality in the text or task?
the degree of abstraction in the text or task?
the orientation of the text or task?
performance strategies for producing the text or completing
the task?

The learners' familiarity with the language and mathematical
code is an important factor.

Learners' knowledge of English language systems and codes
and knowledge and understanding of mathematical concepts,
processes and language will play a part in determining the
degree of difficulty of a particular competence.

These Principles of complexity and familiarity will be used by
practitioners and curriculum writers to inform both curriculum
development and implementation. In particular, the General
Principles will influence the specification of what the learner
will be able to do and will know after completing a course.
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Using the Framework

its intended uses

This is a useful point at which to review the intended purposes
of the Framework. It is intended to guide and inform the
development and review of specific programs for learning in
English language, literacy and numeracy. It should also
operate as a nationally consistent reference point for discussing
the nature of individual progress, for the recognition of prior
learning, for program planning, for professional development,
for industry training, and for future research and evaluation. It
is not, by itself, a curriculum or program, but is intended for
use in a wide range of contexts and for a wide range of
purposes, hence its level of generality.

Key assumptions about the use of the Framework
There are a number of assumptions underlying the Competence
Framework that are critical to its effective and equitable
application. They are as follows:

There is no lock-step developmental sequence of competence
that any individual or client group will automatically reflect.
Individuals or client groups will map differently onto the
Framework, according to experience of formal education,
background, first language and many other social and
cultural factors.

This is a strength of the Framework: it allows for program
planning and placement, while stressing and valuing
differences and encouraging the recognition of existing
strengths and prior experiences.

The Framework does not describe three sharply discrete
stages in the development of competence. The Stage
descriptions generalise about exit levels. More specific
descriptions of transition points will need to be developed to
accord with the nature of the context. These should be
guided by the Framework in order to establish standards of
performance within particular curricula.
These statements of competence are presented in relation to
the learner, but assume that the learning experience in a
diverse community, workplace or classroom is an interactive
experience, a dialogue involving much cross-cultural
communication. Learners may, in some instances, serve as
'teachers from the point of view of their own cultural
backgrounds and experiences. At the very least, the learner
is a co-participant with the teacher or mentor.
The notion of competence does not eliminate discrimination.
It can, nevertheless, be a useful tool in identifying and
combatting discrimination by focusing on the notion of
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FIGURE 7: AN EXAMPLE OF A LEARNER PROFILE DEVELOPED FROM THE FRAMEWORK

Procedural communication: Can independently use language, literacy and numeracy to select and
apply the procedures and strategies needed to perform a range of tasks responsibly. Needs assistance
when confronted by new tasks.

Technical communication: Can, with assistance, use language, literacy and nurneracy
to follow a sequence of instructions to use a technology or medium and learn new
informafion or skills about a technology or a medium. Needs further support in
mastering technology when confronted with initial or revised instructions.

Personal communication: Can, in collaboration with others, use
language, literacy and numeracy to use the knowledge and resources of
the group in the formulation of persor tal goals, reconcile personal and
group goals in a changing group context, and review performance related
to personally set goals.

Cooperative communication: Can independently use
language, literacy and numeracy to meet the goals of a
team or group, develop new skills that serve the changing
needs of a team or group, and assess group performance.

Systems communication: Can, with
assistance, use language, literacy and
numeracy to participate in the activities,
structures and goals of an organisation. Can
fulfil allocated role in an organisation and
contribute responsibly to the overall
functions and objectives of the organisation.

Procedural
communication

Technical
communication

Personal
communication

Public communication: Can,
with assistance, contribute
responsibly to the achievement
of the functions and ol*ctives
of community groups, learn
about the ways individuals,
groups and organisations can
contribute to achieving
community objectives, and
assert personal rights and
entitlements within a
community.

Cooperative
communication

Systems Public
communication communication

Assisted
Competence

Independent
Competence

Collaborative
Competence
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independently established merit. More importantly, the
Framework can broaden understandings of what
competence in communication entails.

Teaching to different stages of competence involves differing
teaching styles. If the goal was simply to achieve competence
in assisted learning, direct instruction alone would be
adequate. However, the Framework is intended to clearly
express the significance of working towards independent
and collaborative Stages of Competence. Independence and
collaboration are styles of learning, as well as stages of
competence which may need to be fostered in the classroom
or workplace.

The Implications of the Framework for curricula
This Framework has implications for the orientation, content
and form of language and literacy and numeracy curricula. It
provides a social and cultural basis for making decisions about
curricula relating to appraisals of overall student needs and
program goals.

To plan and implement a curriculum requires:

a language for talking about communication (in the
Framework this is described as ways of talking and knowing
about oral, written, mathematical, graphic, symbolic and
behavioural representation);

the practice of performance in real and/or approximated
community and institutional settings (in the Framework
this is described as contextual use of communication to
perform tasks, use technologies and media, interact in
groups, in institutions and with the wider community);
sequencing of activities to encourage development (in the
Framework this is seen as being from assisted learning to
independent learning to collaborative learning);
sequencing of activities to encourage effective learning (in
the Framework this is described as reflecting on experience,
engaging in activities, broadening applications and critically
reviewing what has been done and learned).

The Framework provides guidance for each of these
requirements. It assumes, however, that formulating the details
about pedagogy, content and contexts is the responsibility of
educators and trainers in community and institutional settings.

Using the Framework to develop curricula
Curriculum development requires a reconciliation of
employer/community contexts, and institutional and learner
contexts, in order to establish curriculum needs and goals.
Appropriate content and methodology can then be selected.
This first process should provide the curriculum developer
with all the information required for planning a course or
program so that it is related to individual and/or group needs.
Curriculum developers will then need to identify Aspects and
Stages on which to focus. These are the organising points for
curriculum writing. It is expected that national consistency will
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emerge from widespread use of the Aspects and Stages. It
should be noted that a given individual or group will be located
at differing Stages in the various Aspects of Competence.

In establishing curriculum goals, developers then refer to the
set of competence statements associated with the selected
Aspects and Stages. In the case of industry training, industry
competence standards would be the first point of reference,
with the National Framework's Competence Statements
providing the language, literacy and numeracy details
necessary for industry competence.

Next, developers could interpret and use these competence
statements to guide the formulation of the course content and
methodology at a practical level. Comparison of the specific
contents and delivery of courses will not be a means of
establishing levels of competence; performance by participants
related to the Statements of Competence is intended to achieve
this purpose.

FIGURE 8: USING THE FRAMEWORK TO DEVELOP CURRICULA

THE NATIONAL
FRAMEWORK OF
ADULT ENGLISH
LANGUAGE,
LITERACY AND
NUMERACY
COMPETENCE

AND
(where appropriate)

NATIONAL
INDUSTRY
COMPETENCY
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CURRENT/FUTURE
CONTEXT FOR USE
OF COMPETENCIES

LEARNERS'
BACKGROUND
SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE

CURRICULUM

learning outcomes

assessment criteria

assessment conditions

assessment methods
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The assessment consequences of the Framework
The Framework is not, by itself, an assessment instrument.
However, it does provide general descriptions of exit-level
competence from various Stages of development in various
Aspects of communicative competence, and is a basis for the
preparation of more specific learning outcomes.

It enables some forms of assessment while precluding others
and suggests the following consequences:

The purpose of assessment of competence is not to sort or
grade in any final way, but to describe what people can do,
and what they might need to do, to progress.
This Framework is intended to set nationally applicable
language, literacy and numeracy Statements of Competence.
Assessment of competence, however, has to be locally and
contextually specific : to a task, a job and/or a community.
Assessment and reporting based on this Framework begins
the process of ensuring comparability. Learners in formal
education settings, moreover, should be able to see the
connections between education and work or community life
as these Statements of Competence gain wider acceptance
among employers and in the community generally.
In line with the focus on competence as a social activity,
assessment needs to be holistic and based on complete
activities.

Because competence is a relationship between knowing and
doing, assessment must reflect this. This means that multiple
and varied forms of assessment are required. It also means
that assessment needs to relate directly to specialised
contents and specific contexts. Generic or generalised tests to
determine competence are inappropriate for use in relation
to this Framework and, in fact, to determine communicative
competence generally.

Competence is inferred from performance. These inferences
need to be drawn from multi-faceted processes of data
collection and not from norm- and criterion-referenced tests
alone. Tests of competence need to assess synthesis,
application and relation of practice to theory.

32
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National Framework of Adult English Language, Literacy and Numeracy Competence

ASPECT PROCEDURAL COMMUNICATION for performing tasks

STAGE Auided Competence Independent Competence Collaborative Competence

COMPETENCE STATEMENT

Can, With assistance, use language,
literacy and numeracy to perform
procedures and strategies fa
acenplielins tasks.

Can Inaspendenky use language,
Ilterocy and nurninacy to perform
procedures crid strategies foe
completing tasks.

Can, In cgraboration wikt others, use
language, titeracy ond numeracy to
perform procedures and strategies for
complislIng tams.

PHASES

bY
REFLECTING ON EXPERIENCE

Addresa difference. between prewous
cultural espenence and knowledge and that
required to complete speafic new tasks

Address differences between mating
linguistic and mathematical knowledge and
that required to complete specific new Dalt.

Relate cultural experience and knowledge
to those procedures and strategies needed
to perform a range of tasks

Relate linguistic and mathemancal
knowledge to those procedures and
strategies needed to perform a range of
tasks

Use diverse cultural experience and
resources to establish alternative
approaches for completing an integrated
range of tasks

Use chyme linguistic and mathematical
knowledge and resources to establtsh
alternative approaches for completing an
integrated range of tasks

by
ENGAGING IN ACTIVITIES

Complete a tank
Accept responsibdity for parttcular tasks

under the citrecoun of a mentor or teacher

Select and apply the procedures and
stratest es needed to perform a range of
tasks

Take responsibility for perforrnmg a
range of tasks

Use and coordmate the reaources and
deamons of others to perform I. Integrated
range of tasks

Take responsibility for an Integrated
range of tasks

bY
BROADENING APPLICATIONS

Apply new procedures to perform a task
or develop new approaches to A task

Learn new procedures needed to
complete a task

Learn new ways to perform a range of
tasks

Apply new procedures and strategica to
complete a range of task,

Coordinate and integrate different skills
and perspecta yearn order to acute new
approaches for completing an integrated
range of tasks

Create new approaches for compleOng an
integrated range of tasks

bY
CRITICALLY REVIEWING

Identify problems in the procedures for
perf orming a task, and suggest solution. for
improving them

Participate in evaluating the processes,
procedures and strategies necessary for
performing a task

Solve problern.s in the procedures and
strategt es used to complete a range of task.

Partiapate in evaluatmg the procedures
and strategies used to complete a range of
tasks

Use the diverse resources of others to
solve problems tn the current approaches to
an integrated range of tasks

Negotiate new ways of evaluanng the
approaches used 1 or completing an
integrated range of tasks

ASPECT TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION for using technology

STAGE . Assisted Competence Independent Competence Collaborative Competence

COMPETENCESTATEMENT
Can, wIth assistalce, use language,
literacy and numerocy fo use a speckle
technology er mdium.

Con Independently use language,
Inerocy and numeracy to use a rcrig. or
related technologies or media.

Ccri, In collaboration with others, us.
language. Itterocy arid numeracy to
mediate and negotiate different
perspectives ice orange a contents mid
techncrogies.

PHASES

by
REFLECTING ON EXPERIENCE

Address diff cruxes between previous
cultural experience of technologes or media
and the requirements of a specific new
technology or medium

Address differences between languistic
andmathematical experience of technologles
or media and the requocrnmtv of a specific
new technology or medium

Relate the requirements of a range of
technologes and media to cultural
experience and resources

Relate the requirements of a range of
technologes and media to linguistIc and
mathematIcal experience and resources

Use diverse cultural expenener and
resources to establish alternative
approaches In the use of integrated
technologies and media

Use diverse linguistic and mathematical
experience and resources to establish
alternative approaches $n the use of
mtegated technologies and media

by
ENGAGING IN ACTIVITIES

Follow a sequence of instructions to use a
technology or medium

lake responstbility for the use of a speali
tedmology or medium

Select and cmrdi nate a range of related
technologies or media

Take responsibility for the use of a range
of related technologies or media

Select and ccordinate a range of
Integrated technologies or media for use
with a group

Take responsibdIty for the coordination o
a range of integrated technologies and
media

by

BROADENING APPLICATIONS

Learn new information or skills about a
technology or medium

Work in new ways with a technology or
medium

Acquire new knowledge or skills about a
range of related technologies or media

Use new knowledge or Mulls in working
with a range of related technoigoies or
tnedia

Exchange knowledge about a range of
integrated technologes and mech.,

Use the different knowledge and skills of
othas to aeate new technologies or new
approaches to technologes or media

by

CRIIICALLY REVIEWING

Identity problems voth J technology or
medium and suggmt soiutions

Evaluate the apphcation of a technology
or a medium

!dainty and solve problems with
technology

Evaluate and mines,' thc applicatton of a
range of related technologies or media

Identify and solve problems with
technology or media

Evaluate the validity and sigrtifiCanCe of
the operation of integrated technologies or
media

ASPECT PERSONAL COMMUNICATION for expressing Identity

STAGE Assisted Competence independent Competence Collaborative Competence

COMPETENCE STATEMENT

Can, whit asestancc use language,
literacy and numeracy to develop
knowledge and flIs011fC011 fiat arls
horn p.1101123i Idontlty,

can Independently use Icsiguoge,
literacy and numeracy to develop
knowledge and resources that arise
horn personal Identity.

Can, In cortemorailco with others, us.
language, literacy aid numeracy lo
develop knowledge and remote es that
atm horn personal Identity.

PHASES

by
REFLECTING ON EXPERIENCE

Apply cultural background and
experience to influence new contexts

Apply linguistic and nuthentatind
background and expenence m new eonlest

Apply cultural background and
experience tu influence a range of contexts

Apply Itnguistic and mathematual
bat ky,round and experience to influmce a
range Of C0111.11

Develop cultural di/ ference. and
nripentenry all resources in thieving
personal gods and those of the group or
organisation

Develop linguistic /1.1 mathematical
tillferentra and experience II rtlioUrCes in
achieving personal goals and thane of the
group or orgaroaltion

by
ENGAGING IN ACTIVITIES

',ell it !terminal knowledge and Ws...Mill
relevant to %pectin:4 oiliest,

Air vitt responcilitlIty Int ileveloptlig and
usolg personal knowledge and fesio,r,{11

Stievi personal knowledge aild resources
televant to a range of contests

At rept resproisibtlity for developing and
mong personal knowledge Ind resource.

Use the knowledge and resources of the
1711111, it the formulation of personal goals

Accept espitimbdtly for actions taken
towards achieving personal, group Or
organicantolal goals

by
BROADENING APPLICATIONS

!hearten personal knowledge and
twilit. en in, eattling al mac us other
resources

ltring us bear old and new promnal
knowledge and 111.mM II on pttlfle
tomes's

Iltoaden personal knowl rely; rul
resources by gaonog acircs to i4 firm
/1110tIrCen

Use new per tonal knowledge and
1,01.1relli III r ange of t ontests

Galli an tr,, 10 a range Id cultural
risoun es to ertha nue personal knowledge
And resources

Develop knowledge about the
formulation or flew goals

by
CRITICALLY REVIEWING

I a, kle 114111,1os to the .1tweloimmetit ol
personal knowledge and r mount-1

Awes. mow,. towards stetson-illy set
goal.

Amen personal nglits
Evalute perfortitant I. on relatton to

personally set goals

Reconcile per minal awl group goals in a
i hanging group. organisational or other
social tontest

trevIew pert iiiiii .114 e related ns personally
.4 ovIals
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National Framework of Adult English Language, Literacy and Numeracy Competence

ASPECT COOPERATIVE COMMUNICM1ON for Interacting in groups

STAGE Assisted Competence Independent Competence Collaborative Competence

COMPETENCE STATEMENT
Can, with assIstance, use lanyuage,
literacy and numeracy to pancipate in
teams crtd gscups.

Con Independently us. language.
literacy cod numerocy to pirtIcIpate In
teams crtd getups

Can. In collaboration with others, use
language, literacy ond numerocy to
participate in teams and ;soups.

PHAsEs

by
REFLECTING ON EXPERIENCE

Apply personal cultural background and
expenence to the work of a train or group

Apply personal linguistic and
mathematical backgreund and experience
to thc work of a team or group

Relate pervanal cultural background and
expenowe to overall team or group
obsecteves

Relate personal hnguistie and
mathematical badsground and expenence
to overall tram or group olmective

Negotiate the vaned cultural resources of
the tram or group members as a resource
for achieving corrunon purposes

Negotiate the vaned lInguistic and
mathematical resources of the team or
group members as a resource for achieving
common purposes

by
ENGAGING IN ACTIVITIES

Take on a Teal. role in a team or group
Fake on specific reaper...Mum in a tram

Or group

Use mate, ial re-sources and information to
meet the goals of a team or group

Take independent respinstbility m a
group context

Contribute personal resmuccs end
esp.:no-tee to the task of the team or group

Take responsibility tn a group OLKII.1

by
BROADENING APPLICATIONS

l earn in .1 tralll or eroup context
Apply skills of teamwork or group work

in order to whim e group ends

Develop knowledge about meeting the
goals of a team or group

Develop new skills that serve the
changing nerds of teener group

Use the veletan revolvers of the team or
group in the collaborative production of
knowledge

Develop new skill, to serve the changing
needs of the team or group

by
CRITICALLY REVIEWING

Solve problems within 4 group centeet
Assess personal yerformance in a team or

group

Avert rights within a gioup
An4r43 group peeks's-name

Negotrate rights and metlements within
a group

Arse., group perf arrow-ice

ASPECT SYSTEMS COMMUNICATION for interacting in organisatiorts

STAGE Assisted Competence Independent Competence Collaborative Competence

COMPETENCE STATEMENT

Can, volt ossistancts, use language,
literacy and numeracy to participate ft,
the OCtlYtil et structures ald goals of an
orgertIsation.

Con Independently us. language,
literacy and numorocy to participate In
the activities, structures crid goals or an
olgarlsallon.

Can, In collaboration wnts others. use
lang.roge, ittstracy and numeracy to
tcemulato the activities, structures cod
god: of an orgcresatIon.

PHASES

by
REFLECTING ON EXPERIENCE

Address data eliCeS between prior
cultural background and experience and the
activates, structure, and goals of an
organisation

Addrese differences betv.ea, prior
linguistic and mathematical background
and evperience and the activities. structure,
and gods of an organisation

Relate prior cultural badcground and
experience to the goals of an organsat on

Relate prior linguisttc and mathanatical
background and experience to the goals of
an organisatton

Develop the cultural badcground and
differences of the members 01 an
organisation as a resource for screws its
common purposes

Develop the lingussuc and mathematical
backeiound and ddfcrenem of the members
of an organisation as a resource for serving
us corronon purposes

by
ENGAGING IN ACTIVITIES

Fulfil allocated rob, ui an organtsation
Contnbute responsibly to the overall

functions and obitirtives of the organisanon

Opeate wtthin the structures of an
organisation to meet its goals

Contribute rasponstbly to the tultu re and
oblectives of an organisauon

Formulate alternative ways of achiesing
the overall goals of an organisation

Assume responsibdity for contributing to
shaping the culture of an organisation

by

BROADENING APPLICATIONS

Leen the overall fundlons and oleo:lives
of an orgarmatton

Deploy rase skills and adopt new was s of
operating within an organis a non

Cain aSCS5 to knowledge that meets the
goals oi an or ganisatton

Deploy new skills that serve the changing
needs of an organisation

Deploy the resources of the whole
organisation to produce knowledge that
might further shape the orgennation

Parnapate in organisational change

by
CRITICALLY REVIEWING

Assert rights ard entitlements wehm an
organisation

EvalJak, OW outiopent s role an relation
to the overall °braises of the organisation

Assert rights and entelemmts of
tndividuals and groups within an
organisation

Fvaluate orgarusational performance

Negotiate the rights and entitlements of
individuals and geoups withtn the
organnatton

Fvaluate organisational performatur

ASPECT PUBLIC COMMUNICATION tor interacting wdh the wider community

STAGE Assted Competence Independent Competence Collaborative Competence

COMPETENCE STATEMENT
can, with assistance. use language.
litetacy and nurnerocy to participate In
community structures and activities.

Can ,ndeportdontly us. languoge,
literacy and nurnerocy to participate In
community structures and acttvines.

Can, in collaboration wrm others, use
langioge, inetacy 010 numerocy to
ecostnact ottemative correnunity
structures ma cietlyths in response to
chonging social need.

PHASES

bY
REFLECTING ON EXPERIENCE

Address dilicreto as bells mu previous
.1,1,u-fent tultural espnrottor of
community Sti. Urtuflg .ind those of new
t011111111111111,

Addrms dtfletonces between pnor
linguistic and mathematical miler Wine of
communIty structures and Moot of new
t ononutollts

Relate cultural background and
ea prmencr to relevant situations In lonad
community contests

1411.1tr linguistic and mathematical
background Ind I penence to relevant
situations in Woad i "moo,. ,11111,111

In tttttt in diverse cultural community
commas, using the diversity of others as a
IlnourCe

Use the linguistic and outhemalical
resources of others in establish and adapt
t oniniunit% structures and functions

by
ENGAGING IN ACTIVITIES

Pat licIpate in norenunity structures and
atlilltit,

cnnlnli.u..1-worimilly to the
am him .,rillent of the funtioins and Iili1esllves
.ii I olluilunit, 41110115

l'artuspate in toinnturow structures to
ni,t eStablishes1 obituticl.n

Assume resporisibility for personal
actions in 1untributing to thr barroom ot a
coinillUnity grOU II or leprysenttilK a
immuunIty group

IM mu late I ilinntunity ntrtisiul,S, goals
.111k1 functions with regard to the nerds of
indisiduals, groups and organisatems

Assume responsibility for the conduct of
a lone:melte group or or ganisatton

by
BROADENING APPLICATIONS

I 1,11 4.1/11111111 was s Relit elude groups
and tog intsaionts t an I oltiribuie to
111111'4 mg col iiiii until &onuses

Peplos nt w skills to molt nale dif fereitt
,111.1, ttttttttttt oil, sinniull s

Cain a" owl to and apply kit...14,1w
about avallable "immunity rt-souflrs to
41 hoeve t ommunity Moralism
* 1/1111,1 11.1111 115114 Itit14114 wimps and
1114.41114411111111nit behalf of wolottonIty

A111111`.

l/eveltiii new knowledge and skills he
dr woes on a range of personal and
t motto:oily resourtrs

Remits...I the iiihneilts ol mdividuals.
groups 41.1 Olga/11114111111f IllconttilUnity
11111111111

by
CRITICALLY REVIEWING

As"ii l'''lil'il l iKii" ..i1i '111.11,1"..."
W1111111 4 i 11111111111111V

I s .11,1111he pat imp int s prtootal t tilt
ii.1 guals ...till Walton to ilium. ill .
, slummy., group

''15'mmt I '1 111.11.111'." .1 IN ".."10" aii'l
1111111i Itivitts and Mose ot othw s in a
t ttttt nitwits

I valtlate 01111 ulual 111,1 grout, roll sill
. hi, tug .Iiiiiinunits ohle.,11,-,

N'Allt."' lilli",i/illat ^eh,. 'nut
111111tIelnecus relative to community
sir (mut es and 01,Mtliurs

I ,ilu.11t. the tihiliiinships111.110,151
but,. i ell todictatiali, groups alid
or 0111,11111M Ill 11111111111111,
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The National Framework of Adult English Language,
Literacy and Numeracy Competence in detail

Each page details an Aspect: the Competence Statement and the four
Phases through which this competence may be achieved.
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PROCEDURAL COMMUNICATION
for performing tasks

Stage: Assisted Competence

Can, with assistance, use language, literacy and
numeracy to perform procedures and strategies for
completing tasks.

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

address differences between previous cultural experience and
knowledge and that required to complete specific new tasks.
e.g. Discuss how the procedures and strategies required for a new task relate to

previous knowledge and experience.
Use existing cultural similarities and differences to interpret requirements of a
now task.

address differences between existing linguistic and mathematical
knowledge and that required to complete specific new tasks.
c.g Discuss linguistic differences in instructions.

Use existing linguistic and mathematical similarities and differences to interpret
requirenwnts of a new task.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

complete a task.
e.g. Describe, predict and check outcomes of a task.

Describe the purposes and procedures of a task.

accept responsibility for particular tasks under the direction of a
mentor or teacher.
e.g. Provide clear instructions and information.

Request clarification and additional information.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy,with assistance, to:

apply new procedures to perform a task or develop new approaches
to a task.
e.g. Follow technical information from written sources to learn new procedures and

strategies for performing tasks.

learn new procedures needed to complete a task.
e.g. Describe how existing knowledge of procedures and strategies can be transferred

to other tasks.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

identify problems in the procedures for performing a task, and
suggest solutions for improving them.
e.g. Discuss problems in performance.

participate in evaluating the processes, procedures and strategies
necessary for performing a task.
e.g. Report on outcomes.

Review procedu rex, strategies and performance.
Discuss ways of evaluating performance.
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PROCEDURAL COMMUNICATION
for performing tasks

Stage: Independent Competence

Can Independently use language, literacy and numeracy
to perform procedures and strategies for completing tasks.

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

relate cultural experience and knowledge to those procedures and
strategies needed to perform a range of tasks.
e.g. Explain cultural differences in dealing with problems and difficulties.

Compare and contrast different ways of giving instructions, explanations and
descriptions.

relate linguistic and mathematical knowledge to those procedures and
strategies needed to perform a range of tasks.
e.g. Explain linguistic and mathematical differences in dealing with problems and

difficulties

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

select and apply the procedures and strategies needed to perform a
range of tasks.
e.g Explain and clarify purposes, procedures and outcomes of a range of tasks.

Analyse procedures and strategies needed to carry out tasks.
take responsibility for performing a range of tasks.
e.g. De,,cribe unexpected events and diffk:ulties encountered in ,:ompleting a task.

Plan, drat t, edit and revise instructional documents.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

learn new ways to perform a range of tasks.
Foliow explanations and instructions concerning procedure and strategies.
Interpret and analyse abstract spoken, written, mathematical, graphic or symbolic
resources to carry out tasks.

apply new procedures and strategies to complete a range of tasks.
c.g Advise on new procedures and strategies for organising a range of tasks.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacyand numeracy independently to:

solve problems in the procedures <1 nd stra tegi..:.,s used to complete a
range of tasks.
e.g. Record and analyse procedures and outcomes.

Evaluate performance in relation to goals and obiectiyes.

participate in evaluating the procedures and strategies used to
complete a range of tasks.
0.1; criiicailv review and negotiate procedUres tOr eVailla non

Recommend new wavs or performing a range ot tasks

REST COPY AVAILACLE
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PROCEDURAL COMMUNICATION
for performing tasks

Stage: Collaborative Competence

Can, in collaboration with others,:use language; literacy
and numeracy to perform PrOCedUres and strategies for
completing tasks.

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may bd demonstrated:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacyand numeracy, in collaboration with otlwrs, to:
use diverse cultural experience and resources to establish alternative
approaches for completing an integrated range of tasks.
e.g. Adapt and create instructions, explanations and descriptions to take account of the

cultural diversity of participants.

use diverse linguistic and mathematical knowledge and resources to
establish alternative approaches for completing an integrated range of
tasks.
e.g. Describe, anal se and reformulate representations of approaches to take account of

the diverse linguistic and mathematical backgrotmds of participants.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

use and coordinate the resources and decisions of others to perform
an integrated range of tasks.
e.g. Negotiate eftective strategies and approaches.

Explain and record unexpected events and difficulties.

take responsibility for an integrated range of tasks.
e.g. Analyse and critique existing strategies and approaches.

Plan, draft, edit and revise instructional documents, taking account of the diversity
of audiences

By Broadening Applications, use language, Nemo/ and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

coordinate and integrate different skills and perspectives in order to
create new approaches for completing an integrated range of tasks.
e.g. Consult 0 diverse range of resources in order to formulate explanations and

instructions concerning procedures and strategies, taking account of the diversity
ol audience's
Inter pret, analyse and summarise a diverse range of esources.

create new approaches for completing an integrated range of tasks.
e g. Negotiate the formulation and documentation of new procedures and strategic's fcir

orgaiwang range of tasks.

By Critically Reviezving, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration witlt others, to:

use the diverse resources of others to solve problems in the current
approaches to an integrated range of tasks.
e.g. Critically assess and review performances, procedures and outcomes.

Negotiate agreement concerning problems and dit ficulties.

negotiate new ways of evaluating the approaches used for completing
an integrated range of tasks.

Neg,onate and wcommend now ways ot perfori, tasks
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TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
for using technology

Stage: Assisted Competence

ICan, with assistance, use language, literacy and numeracy
to use a specific technology or medlum.

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, litemcyand nunwram with assistance, to:
address differences between previous cultural experience of
technologies or media and the requirements of a specific new
technology or medium.

Disor.., how the technology or medium relates previous cultural knowledge and
e'(perience.
Discuss ditterent cultural ways 01 dealing with technologY

address differences between linguistic and mathematical experience
of technologies or media and the requirements of a specific new
technology or niCdituvt,

g De-en'N how the technology or medium relates to previoin, linguistic and
mathematical ktuityledge and experience.

1,31/ Engaging in Activities, use language, literacli and it unwracy, with assistance, to:

follow a sequence of instructions to use a technology or medium.
g Follois spoken, written, mathematical, graphic and symbolic instructions.

Report on identified problems and issues.
take responsibility for the use of a specific technology or medium.
e.g Clarify a specific use ot Willimlogy or medium.

Request additional intormation.

By Broadening Applications,use language, literacy and nunienicy, with assistance, to:
learn new information or skills about a technology or medium.
e.g Follow and use spoken, wntten, mathematical, graphic and symbolic information
work in new Wa Vs t h a technology or mediurn.
e.g Interpret and adapt technology or medium tor specific contests.

By Critically Reviewing, language, literacy and numeracy, with assistmIce, to:

identify problems %yid.' a technology or medium and suggest
solutions.
0 g I )iscuss procedures and pi obleni, in the use of technology or medium
evaluate the application of a technology or a tried tu tn.
e.g Review specitic uses ot techmilogy or medium.

Olson., was ot evaluating technology or n,dioni

4 0
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TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
for using technology

Stage: Independent Competence

iiinciependen umer

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

relate the requirements of a range of technologies and media to
cultural experience and resources.
e.g. Explain the differences and similarities between previous cultural experience and

new technologies or media.

relate the requirements of a range of technologies and media to
linguistic and mathematical experience and resources.
e.g. Explain the differences and similaritit. s between previous linguistic and

mathematical experience and new technologies or media.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

select and coordinate a range of related technologies or media.
e.g. Use appropriate technical language and numeracy resources to achieve a range of

purposes

take responsibility for the use of a range of related technologies or
media.
e.g. Clarify and check procedures for using related technologies or media.

Interpret, analyse and use resources to gain new knowledge of related technologies
or media.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

acquire new knowledge or skills about a range of related technologies
or media.
e.g. Compare and contrast ways of learning new technologies or media.

Interpret, analyse and use resources to gain new knowledge about related
technologies or media.

use new knowledge or skills in working with a range of related
technologies or media.
e.g. Communicate in an increasing range of specialised contexts using appropriate

technical language and mathematical representation.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

identify and solve problems with technology.
g. Analyse problems associated with technologies or media.

Recommend solutions for dealing with identified problems.

evaluate and review the application of a range of related technologies
or media.
e.g. Review and critique a range of technologies and their applications.

Recommend new ways of using integrated technologies or media.

41
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TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
for using technology

Stage: Collaborative Competence
. .

an, in collaboration with others, use language flteracy
s.ti.ntjmeracy t&rnediate and differ

eitpeCtiVes for a range Of Conteicts andleCtinotagiet.;

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

use diverse cultural experience and resources to establish alternative
approaches in the use of integrated technologies and media.
e.g. Negotiate and formulate practices and procedures that reflect cultural diversity.

use diverse linguistic and mathematical experience and resources to
establish alternative approaches in the use of integrated technologies
and media.
e.g. Negotiate and formulate practices and procedures that reflect linguistic and

mathematical diversity.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

select and coordinate a range of integrated technologies or media for
use with a group.
e.g. Negotiate and formulate practices and procedures for using new technology and

media.

take responsibility for the coordination of a range of integrated
technologies and media.
c.g Review and evaluate the uses and consequences of a range of integrated

technologies and media.
Evaluate technologies or media in relation to overall goals.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

exchange knowledge about a range of integrated technologies and
media.
e.g Summarise and report on new knowledge gained from diver,' sources about

technologies and media.

use the different knowledge and skills of others to create new
technologies or new approaches to technologies or media.
e.g Initiate and develop courses of action that assist in the development of new uses of

technology and media.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

identify and solve problems with technology or media.
e.g Analyse and review issues or problems that arise in relation to developing and

applying technologies and media.

evaluate the validity and significance of the operation of integrated
technologies or media.
e.g. Evaluate the con,equences and impact ot new technologies and media on diverse

group,

rkIEST COPY AVMLABLE
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PERSONAL COMMUNICATION
for expressing identity

Stage: Assisted Competence

with assistance
valop knowl
nal ldenti

met

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

apply cultural background and experience to influence new contexts.
e.g. Describe cross-cultural experience in specific contexts.

Follow descriptions of cross-cultural experience of others in spedfic contexts.
Discuss the way cultural background and experience can positively influence
specific contexts.

apply linguistic and mathematical background and experience in new
contexts.
e.g. Discuss the way linguistic and mathematical background and experience can

positively influence specific contexts.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

select personal knowledge and resources relevant to specific contexts.
e.g. Describe the way in which cultural similarities and differences influence the

development of personal knowledge and resources.

accept responsibility for developing and using personal knowledge
and resources.
e.g. Give advice on how personal knowledge and resources can be used.

Ask for and give feedback during an interaction.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy, with astance, to

broaden personal knowledge and resources by gaining access to other
resources.
e.g. Follow descriptions of specific situations and contexts.

Request clarification of descriptions.

bring to bear old and new personal knowledge and resources on
specific contexts.

Clearly state personal knowledge and resources relevant to the situation.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

tackle challenges in the development of personal knowledge and
resources.
e.g. Express personal rights relevant to various cultural backgrounds.

assess progress towards personally set goals.
e.g. Summarise the development and application of personal knowledge and

resources.
Discuss subsequent or resultant courses of action.

43
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PERSONAL COMMUNICATION
for expressing identity

Stage: Independent Competence

Can indeperidently,uselantitiage; literac
knovledge and resOUrCei tha

:Perional identity.

:fan MeraCy

Depending on the context, there is a range ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

apply cultural background and experience to influence a range of
contexts.
e.g. Describe a range of cross-cultural interactions.

Analyse the way personal knowledge and resources influence a range of cross-
cultural interactions.

apply linguistic and mathematical background and experience to
influence a range of contexts.
e.g. Analyse the way linguistic and mathematical resources influence a range of

personal interactions.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

select personal knowledge and resources relevant to a range of
contexts.
e.g. Follow descriptions of what is required in a range of contexts.

Describe the relationship between personal knowledge and resources and the
context.

accept responsibility for developing and using personal knowledge
and resources.
e.g. Glve advice on how personal knowledge and resources can be utilised.

Ask tor and give feedback during the interaction.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

broaden personal knowledge and resources by gaining access to other
resources.
e.g. Explain the relationship between old and new personal knowledge and resources.

Reformulate existing personal knowledge and resources to accommodate
knowledge gains.

use new personal knowledge and resources in a range of contexts.
e.g. Analyse and interpret the development and application of personal knowledge

Ild resoll rces.

Recommend subsequent or resultant courses of action.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy inikpendently to:

assert personal rights.
e.g. Assert personal rights relevant to various cultural backgrounds.

Ova I u a te performance in relation to personally set goals
g. Assess the development and evaluate the application of personal and group

resource,. achieved in the process.
Review the way in which various cultural similarities and differences influence the
achievement ot 1,ersimally set goals

4 4
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PERSONAL COMMUNICATION
for expressing identity

Stage: Collaborative Competence

,nurneracytO'aevk.
r iden

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

develop cultural differences and experience as resources in achieving
personal goals and those of the group or organisation.
e.g. Facilitate the expression of cultural differences and experience relevant to the roles

taken by individual members of the group.

develop linguistic and mathematical differences and experience as
resources in achieving personal goals and those of the group or
organisation.
e.g. Facilitate the expression of linguistic and mathematical differences and experience

relevant to the roles taken by individual members of the group.

By Engaging in Activities use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

use the knowledge and resources of the group in the formulation of
personal goals.
e.g. Negotiate with others to identify personal knowledge and resources.

accept responsibility for actions taken towards achieving personal,
group or organisational goals.
e.g. Negotiate with the whole gro o to formulate personal and group goals in relation

to knowledge and resources ti.ut arise from personal identities.
Give advice on how to assist others to utilise personal knowledge and resources.

By Broadening Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

gain access to a range of cultural resources to enhance personal
knowledge and resources.
e.g. Summarise and report on information relevant to the development of personal

knowledge and resources of each individual or group.

develop knowledge about the formulation of new goals.
e.g. Formulate alternative courses of action for developing the personal knowledge and

resources within the group and advise on ways this can be achieved.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

reconcile personal and group goals in a changing group,
organisational or other social context.
e.g. Recommend alternative ways of expanding personal knowledge and resources

within the group.

review performance related to personally set goals.
e.g. Evaluate and review training undertaken.

Evaluate and review personal achievement in relation to group goals.

45
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COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION
for interacting in groups

Stage: Assisted Competence

an, with assistance, use language, literacy an numeracy
to participate in teams and groups.

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

apply personal cultural background and experience to the work of a
team or group.
e.g. Recount previous cultural experience in teams and groups

Follow others recounts of previous experience in teams and groups.
Compare and contrast a range of diverse cultural experience.

apply personal linguistic and mathematical background and
experience to the work of a team or group.
e.g. Follow others' recounts of previous experience in teams and groups.

Compare and contrast a range of diverse linguistic and mathematical experience.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

take on a specific role in a team or group.
e.g. Follow group practices and procedures.

take on specific responsibilities in a team or group.
e.g. Suggest ways of undertaking group activities.

Follow documents relevant to group activities.
Ask for clarification.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

learn in a team or group context.
e.g Report to the group on activities or convey information.

Compare performance in a group with previous experience.

apply skills of teamwork or group work in order to achieve group
goals.
e.g. Describe courses of action to address problems.

Explain cultural differences in group communication.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeraQi, with assistance, to:

solve problems within a group context.
e.g. Summarise activities undertaken in a group.

Explain problems.

assess personal performance in a team or group.
e.g. Evaluate own performance in relation to role in a group and group procedure.

Report on personal performance to others outside a group.

4 6
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COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION
for interacting in groups

Stage: Independent Competence

n Independentjy use tang u
iti61000 in learns and grou

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

relate personal cultural background and experience to overall team or
group objectives.
e.g. Contrast and compare the team objectives with previous experience in teams and

groups.
Describe cultural communication differences that impact on group dynamics.

relate personal linguistic and mathematical background and
experience to overall team or group objectives.
e.g. Identify linguistic and mathematical experience that impact on group performance.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

use material resources and information to meet the goals of a team or
group.
e.g. Follow relevant documents and use information.

Summarise discussion outcomes.
Initiate and participate in a range of informal conversations.

take independent responsibihty in a group context.
e.g. Initiate and negotiate group discussions.

Summarise and comment on opinions.
Report team and group outcomes to others outside the group.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

develop knowledge about meeting the goals of a team or group.
e.g. Summarise relevant information from external sources.

Evaluate and report On information relevant to group objectives.

develop new skills that serve the changing needs of a team or group.
e.g. Analyse and interpret problems.

Recommend ways of addressing a problem.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

assert rights within a group.
e.g. Formulate entitlements and rights in the group.

assess group performance.
e.g. Summarise and evaluate performance and activities undertaken.

Evaluate role of individual and group performance.
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COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION
for interacting in groups

Stage: Collaborative Competence

Cati'i1'c9llabOrdtio0 With pth ë:lduaQèiitera . cy
and nueneracy to -porticipOtkin:tecitrsiopct groups

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Refle ;iv on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

negotiate the varied cultural resources of the team or group members
as a resource for achieving common purposes.
e.g. Review the varied cultural experience and knowledge of the group in relation to

group goals.
Assess value of different cultural communication strategies.

negotiate the varied linguistic and mathematical resources of the team
or group members as a resource for achieving common purposes.
e.g. Review the varied linguistic and mathematical knowledge of the group in relation

to group goals.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

contribute personal resources and experience to the task of the team
or group.
e.g. Initiate, participate and challenge group discussion by drawing on diversity of

.:ultural and linguistic knowledge and experience.
Interpret and analyse group discussions.

take responsibility in a group context.
e.g. Summarise and synthesise information for use in other contexts.

Advise the group on particular roles and tasks relevant to expertise and skills.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

use the various resources of the team or group in the collaborative
production of knowledge.
e g. Facilitate expression of opinions and experience relevant to the formulation of

team and group goal

develop new skills to serve the changing needs of the team or group.
e.g. Negotiate goals with the %vhole group.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

negotiate rights and entitlements within a group.
e.g. Negotiate the formulation ot rights and entitlements.

assess group performance.
e.g. Evaluate performance and activities undertaken.

Discuss evaluation as a group
Evaluate group performance in relation to the organisational goals.
Recommend ways of expanding the potential of the group.
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SYSTEMS COMMUNICATION
for interacting in organisations

Stage: Assisted Competence

jth$$j$tCfli n
artic1pafe
an1sat1on .

etqP.

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

address differences between prior cultural background and
experience and the activities, structures and goals of an organisation.
e.g. Discuss similarities and differences between procedures and practices of an

organisation and those of previous cultural experience.
Explain similarities and differences between cultural expectations and assigned
role.

address differences between prior linguistic and mathematical
background and experience and the activities, structures and goals of
an organisation.
e.g. Discuss similarities and differences between procedures and practices of an

organisation and those of previous linguistic and mathematical experience.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

fulfil allocated roles in an organisation.
e.g. Follow organisational descriptions of current positions and responsibilities.

Describe the goals and functions of the organisation.
Explain and clarify information in relation to organisational goals.

contribute responsibly to the overall functions and objectives of the
organisation.
e.g. Follow spoken and written information from other contexts to extend knowledge

about the organisational goals.
Participate in forums or meetings which focus on organisation functions and
objectives.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

learn the overall functions and objectives of an organisation.
e.g. Follow spoken and written information from other contexts to extend knowledge.

deploy new skills.and adopt new ways of operating within an
organisation.
e.g. Describe how additional information influences ways of operating within an

organisation.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

assert rights and entitlements within an organisation.
e.g. Discuss problems related to rights and entitlements.

Follow information in documents and other resources to assist in determining
rights, responsibilities and entitlements.

evaluate the participant's role in relation to the overall objectives of
the organisation.
e.g. Explain problems encmintered in performing a role in relation to the organisational

goals.

Review personal goals and expectations in relation to assigned role and
organisational goals.

4 9
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SYSTEMS COMMUNICATION
for interacting in organisations

Stage: Independent Competence

Can independently use language, literacy an numeracy
to participate in the activities, structures and goals of an
organisation.

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

relate prior cultural background and experience to the goals of an
organisation.
e.g. Draw on organisational descriptions to compare and contrast procedures and

practic2s af the orgaMsation with those of previous cultural experience.
Analyse the relationship between roles, structures ond overall objectives of the
organisation in relation to cultural experience and expectations.

relate prior linguistic and mathematical background and experience to
the goals of an organisation.
e.g. Analyse the relationship between roles, structures and overall objectives of the

organisation in relation to linguistic and mathematical experience and
expectations.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

operate within the structures of an organisation to meet its goals.
e.g. Interpret organisational descriptions of the relationship between organisational

roles, structures and overall obiectives.
Initiate organisational forums or meetings.

contribute responsibly to the culture and objectives of an organisation.
e.g. Explain and report on functions relevant to meeting organisational goals.

Communicate information about the organisation in a range of contexts outside the
organisation.

Broadcning Applications, use language, li!eracy and numeracy independently to:

gain access to knowledge that meets the goals of an organisation.
e.g. Lke a range of information sources to gain additional knowledge about the

organisation.

inform others inside and outside the organisation about its goals and policy
directimins

deploy new skills that serve the changing needs of an organisation.
e g Explain the characteristics of the organisation's structure, detailing responsibility

of those in key positions.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

assert rights and entitlements of individuals and groups within an
organisation.

g Analyse and use information about rights, responsibilities and entitlements of
individuals and groups within the organisation

evaluate organisational performance.
0.g Evaluate the policy goals and directions of the organisation III relation to diverse

expectations and experience.

Explain problems encountered in implementing goals and suggest solutions.
Fealuate personal goals and expectations in relation to organisational goals.

CVO' COPY AVAILABLE
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SYSTEMS COMMUNICATION
for interactina in organisations

Stage: Collaborative Competence

:collaboration vVi. ervi:
iid ...riUmeracy: to formu

goats an organisatlon

a

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

develop the cultural background and differences of the members of an
organisation as a resource for serving its common purposes.
e.g. Use formal and informal communication channels and networks to access the

cultural diversity of an organisation.
Analyse procedures and practices of the organis.ation with regard to the cultural
experience of its human resources.

develop the linguistic and mathematical background and differences
of the members of an organisation as a resource for serving its
common purposes.
e.g. Analyse procedures and practices of the organisation with regard to the linguistic

and mathematical experience of its human resources.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

formulate alternative ways of achieving the overall goals of an
organisation.
e.g. Document and analyse reactions to change within the Organisation.

Negotiate optional ways of implementing new policies and procedures.

assume responsibility for contributing to shaping the culture of an
organisation.
e.g. Document information that reflects the organisation's policies and goals.

Communicate information in the appropriate mode to relevant personnel.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and ntoneracy, in collaboration with others, to:

deploy the resources of the whole organisation to produce knowledge
that might further shape the organisation.
e.g. Utilise the diversity of cultural, linguistic, mathematical knowledge and experience

to produce collaborative knowledge.
Communicate new information about the organisation to those outside it.

participate in organisational change.
e.g Negotiate and formulate appropriate organisational goals and policy directions.

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

negotiate the rights and entitlements of individuals and groups within
the organisation.
e.g. Analyse and reformulate information about rights, responsibilities and

entitlements of individuals and groups within the organisation.

evaluate organisational performance.
e.g. Review the organisational goals and policies ()tan organisation.

Evaluate alternative implementation strategies and recommend changes.
Evaluate group goals and expectations in relation to organisation goals.
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PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
for interacting with the wider community
Stage: Assisted Competence

Can, with assistance, use language, literacy and numeracy
to participate in community structures and activities,

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

address differences between previous and current cultural experience
of community structures and those of new communities.
e.g. Discuss simihinties and differences between community group procedures and

purposes and those of previous cultural experience
Follow and explain social and cultural issues in the community

address differences between prior linguistic and mathematical
experience of community structures and those of new communities.
e.g. Discuss sinulanties and differences in community group procedures with those of

previous linguistic and mathematical experience.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and nunwracy, with assistance, to:

participate in community structures and activities.
e.g. Follow spoken and written reports of meetings and other activities.

Explain personal, cultural and genderexpectations relative to those of 3
Conlnitmity group.

contribute responsibly to the achievement of the functions and
objectives of community groups.
e.g. Participate in community structures, functions and community group meetings.

Participate in discussions about community values

By Broadening Applications, use lmtguage, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

learn about the ways individuals, groups and organisations can
contribute to achieving community objectives.
e.g Follow spoken and written information and instructions oknat neiv CoMnItInny

stnicturk's and functions.
Describe ways ot accessing commulity services.

deploy new skills to undertake different roles within community
structures.
e.g. Describe ways that new information can be used in a specific community group

commt

By Critically Reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy, with assistance, to:

assert personal rights and entitlements within a community.
e g. hxplain problems encountered in conmulnitygroup involvement.
evaluate the participant's personal role and goals in relation to those
of a community group.

..-Amunanse and a!,,,ess personal participation in community activities including
community meetings mid tumulus.
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PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
for interacting with the wider community

Stage: Independent Competence

n Independently use Ia
icipate in commun. structures and :ttafiVit'-"

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence may be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

relate cultural background and experience to relevant situations in
broad community contexts.
e.g. Analyse and interpret personal, group and organisation expectations of

community structures and functions.
Analyse the relationships between the cultur0 roles of individuals, groups and
organisations in a community.

relate linguistic and mathematical background and experience to
relevant situations in broad community contexts.
e.g. Analyse and adapt community procedures relative to the linguistic and

mathematical needs of individuals, groups and organisations.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

participate in community structures to meet established objectives.
e.g. Report on proceedings and outcomes of community meetings and foru.ms.

Initiate and participate in community meetings and forums.

assume responsibility for personal actions in contributing to the
functions of a community group or representing a community group.
e.g. Undertake a particular role for a community organisation, observing how an

organisation's structure and goals contribute to establishing community structures,
functions and objectives.

By Broadening Applications, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

gain access to and apply knowledge about available community
resources to achieve community objectives.
e.g. Analyse and interpret structures and groups for meeting the needs and goals of

individuals in the community.
Recommend alternative ways of accessing and using information.

interact with individuals, groups and organisations on behalf of
community groups.
e.g. Inform individuals, groups and organisations about community structures and

objectives

By Critically reviewing, use language, literacy and numeracy independently to:

assert a participant's personal rights and entitlements and those of
others in a community.
e.g Analyse and adapt community procedures relative to the rights and entitlements

of individuals, groups and organisations.

evaluate individual and group roles in achieving community
objectives.
e.g. Interpret and analyse problems encountered individually or by a member of a

group in community participation.
Analyse and recommend changes to information about community structures and
functions.
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PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
for interacting with the wider community

Stage: Collaborative Competence

EsCan, in collaboration with others, use language, literacy
and numeracy to construct alternative community
tructures and activities in response to changing social

rleed.

Depending on the context, there is a range of ways in which this
competence can be achieved:

By Reflecting on Experience, use language, literacy and nwneracy, in collaboration with others, to:

interact in diverse cultural community contexts, using the diversity of
others as a resource.
e.g. Express the diverse cultural interests and expectations of individuals, groups and

organisations in the community.
Synthesise values and expectations of different social and cultural groups.

use the linguistic and mathematical resources of others to establish
and adapt community structures and functions.
e.g. Express the diverse linguistic and mathematical interests and expectations of

individuals, groups and organisations in the community.

By Engaging in Activities, use language, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

formulate community structures, goals and functions with regard to
the needs of individuals, groups and organisations.
e.g. Report, in writing, on meetings of groups responsible for the planning and review

of community structures.

assume responsibility for the conduct of a community group or
organisation.
e.g. Adopt diverse roles as part of a community group responsible for community

structure and objective formulation.
Contribute in discussions and decision-making relevant to broad community
directions.

By Broadening Applications, use langluige, literacy and numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

develop new knowledge and skills bv drawing on a range of personal
and community resources.
e.g Analyse and synthesise information detailing community requirements,

procedures and services.
Report on appropriate ways of accessing and utilising community resources.

represent the interests of individuals, groups and organisations in
community forums.
e.g. Analyse and interpret structures and objectives which have broad community

application.

By Critically Reuiewing, use language, literacy mai numeracy, in collaboration with others, to:

negotiate individual rights and entitlements relative to community
structures and objectives.
e.g. Analyse communits, policy, planning and structures to that rights and

entitlements of individuak, groups an organtsations are maintained.
Negotiate with col-11111unit% groups and review mechanisms approprIate to their

evaluate the relationships that exist between individuals, groups and
organisations in a community.
e.g. Analyse inconsistencies and identify potential problems in directions of

comminuty policy and plant,ing groups.
Recommend alternatives to structures and !unctions produced
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Social Activity Competence
Framework
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Social Activity Competence Framework

PERFORMING TASKS

STAGE :: . - . ::::, Assisted Competence Independent Comptence Collaborative Competence

. CONVINCE STATEMINT
Con, wIth aralstanCO3 potions,
procedures old strategies for
complollng 101418.

Con independently perform proceckses
ond ehateglies kw completing looks.

Con, In collaboration whet others,
perform procedures cod strategies foe
compleeng tasks.

.
:

.

. PHASES:

:

.

by
APPLYING EXPERIENCE

Addreis differences between previous
cultural apenence and knowledge and that
required to complete specific new smite

Address difference, between existing
linguistic and mathematical knowledge and
that required to complete specific new tasks

Relate cultural espenence and knowledge
to those procedures and strategies needed
to perform range of tasks

Relate hriguntic and mathematical
knowledge to those procedures and
strategin needed to perform a range of
tasks

Use claverse cultural eaverience and
re.ources to enablish alternatwe
approaches for completing an Integrated
range of tasks

Use diverse linguistic and mathematical
knowledge and resource -. to establish
alternative approaches for completing an
integrated range of unks

by
USING SKILLS AND TAKING

RESPONSIBILITY

Complete a task
Accept responsibility for particular tasks

under the direction of a mentor or teacher

Select and apply the procedures and
strategies needed to perform a range of
tasks

Take responsibtlity for perforrrung a
range of task.

Use and coordmate the resources and
deosions of othas to perform an integrated
range of taidcs

Take responsability for an integrated
range of tasks

by
USING NEW SKILLS AN D GAINING

KNOWLEDGE

Apply ncw proeedures to perform task
or develop new approaches to a 'ask

Le arn new procedures neeed to
cumplete task

Learn new ways to perform a range of
tasks

Apply new procedure, and strategies to
complete a range of tasks

Coordinate and integrate dif ferent skills
and perspectives an order to create ncw
approaches for completing an integrated
range of tasks

Create new approaches for completing an
integrated range of toks

by
EVALUATING. SOLV7NG
PROBLEMS AND ASSERTING

RIGHTS

Identify problems in the procedures for
performing a task, and suggen solutions for
improving them

Pattlopate Ls evaluating the processes.
procedures and strategies necessary for
perfnmung a tank

Solve problems in the procedures and
strategies used to complete a range of tasks

Paroopate in evalUar ng the procedures
and strategie uud to co/11*ft a range of
tasks

Use the divene resources of others to
solve problems in the current appmachn to
an integrated range of tasks

Negotiate new ways of evaluating the
approaches used for completing an
integrated range of tasks

ASPECT USING TECHNOLOGY

-..

?.k4'.' Assisted Competence Independent Competence Collaborative Competence

COMP:PS*4CESTAtEMENV: '...... 'H Can, with assistance, us. a specific
tech.-meow oe medium.

Con Indepandentty use a range of
related technologies or made].

Con, In c011oborallen WM others,
medal. cod negotiate cirterent
perspectives lot a range or contexts and
technologies.

by
APPLYING EXPERIENCE

Address differences between previous
cultural expenence of technologies or media
and the requirements of a specific new
technology or medium

Address ddf wenn* between Imgurstir
and mathematical expenence of
technologies or media and the requirement,
of a specific new technology or medium

Rdate the requirements of a range of
tedmologies and media to oiltural
expenmce and resources

Relate the requirements of a range of
technology:* and media to linguistic and
mathernaucal experience and resources

Use diverse cultural experience and
resources to establish alternative
approaches in the use of mtegrated
tedmologies and media

Use clicenit linguistic and mathematical
expenence and resources to establish
alternit we approaches in the use of
integrated technologies and media

by
USING SKILLS AND TAKING

RESPONSIBILITY

Follow a sequence of mstructions to use a
technology or medium

Take responsibility for the use of a specific
technology or medium

Select and coordinate A range of related
technologies or media

Take responsibility foe the use of a range
of relateel technologies or media

Select and coordinate a range of
integrated technologies or media for use
with a gaup

Talce responsibility for the coordination of
a range of mtegrated technologies and
media

bY
USING NEW SKILLS AND GAINING

KNOWLEDGE

Leaen new information or skills About a
tedmology or medium

Work in new ways with a technology or
medium

Acquire new knowledge or skills about a
range of related technologies or media

Use new knowledge or skills in working
with a range of related technolgores or
media

Exchange krowledge about a range of
integrated technologies and media

Use the different knowledge and 'lulls of
others to create new technologies or new
approaches to technologies or media

bY
EVALUATING, SOLVING

PROBLEMS AND ASSERTING

RIGHTS

Identify problems with a technology or
medium and suggest solutions

Evaluate the application of a technology
or A medium

ldentdy and solve problems with
technology

Evaluate and review the application of a
range of related technologr es or media

Identify and solve problems voth
tedmology or media

Evaluate the validity and significance of
the operation of integrated technologies or
medta

'ASPECT.. EXPRESSING IDENTITY

.- STAGE Assisted Competence tildependent Competence Collaborative Competence

COMPETENCE STATEMENT
Con, wIth ossIsioncs, develop
knowledge ond10101JMOt that arise
from personal identity.

Con Independent! develop
knowledge arid resources that on,.
from personal Identify.

Can, es cortaboiallon with others,
develop Imo...ldg and resources thaf
also from personal Identify.

...........--.

PHASES

by
APPLYING EXPERIENCE

N stilly cultural hadcground and
experience to influence new contexts

Apply linguistic and mathematical
background and ropirienee In new contexts

Apply cultural background and
espenmee to Influence range of contests

Apply bnguistic and mathernaucal
background and experience to mflu cote a
range of contexts

Develop cultural differences and
espenence as resources in achieving
personal goals and those of the group or
organssanon

Develop linguistic and nuthernatical
differences and repellence as resources In
achieving personal goals and those of the
group or or garusation

by
USING SKILLS AND TAKING

RESPONSIBILITY

Select personal knowledge and resources
relevant to specific contexts

Accept responsibility for developing nd
using personal knowledge and resource.s

Seleed personal knowledge and resources
relevant to a range of molests

Accept responsibility for developing and
using personal knowledge and recources

Use the knowledge and resources of the
group in the formulation of personal goals

Accept responsibility for actions taken
towards achieving personal, group or
organisational goals

by
USING NEW SKILLS AND GAINING

KNOWLEDGE

Broaden personal knowledge and
resource. by gaining to other

".'un"
lln rig to bear old And new penonal

knowledge and re.ourceo on specific
contest.

Broaden personal knowledge and
resoure es by gaiti.ng atc ens to other
resource

Use new persenal knowledge and
tewourres Ili a range of Confect,

t ;am Anew. tu range of cultural
resources to enhnce personal knowledge
And resources

I /evelop knowledge bout the
10froulaiton of new goals

by
EVALUAIING, SOLVING
PROBLEMS AND ASSERTING

RIGHIS.

I ackle ihallinges in the development of
pereerul Imoselnlise and resource.

Asst... !cella' so towards personally sit
Awls

Assert personal nghts
lwaluare perform...iv in relator. to

personally .1 goals

Re °wile personal and group goals in a
.. hnging group. otgalusallonal or Mho!
suclAl t offIval

If ectew iolliontAnie related to personally
set goIs
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Social Activity Competence Framework

. ..
INTERACTING IN GROUPS

'''''..,:*::',.:': . ::' ,, -..::::.:,.,,' Assisted Competence Independent Competence Collaborative Competnce
ti....!.........

i;g4isiirg4'e:iiikit,,:kii,i:r
.,'.: .. -,-, :i:':,':-'''. -:;:*:,::,...... ... . .

Dam with assistonc participate In
teams and croups

Con independently panic Ipate In teams
and grOtIpl.

Con, in collaboration wtth others,
participate In Hams and croup+.

.RESPONSIBIUTY
.: PflASEV,

by
APPLYING EXPERIENCE

- Apply personal cultural background and
expenence to the work of a team or group

Apply personal linguistic and
rnathenuncal badwound and expenmce
to the work of A team or group

Relate personal cultural background and
expenence to overall team or epaup
obiectives

Relate personal bnguistic and
mathematIcal background , id orpcnence
to overall team or group okrecnves

Negottate the vaned cultural resources of
the tearn or group members as a resource
for aduevmg common purposes

Negotiate the varied !linguistic and
mathematical resources of the teun or
group members as s resource for achievmg
common purpows

by
USING SKILLS AND TAKING

Take on A specific role in a tearn or group
Take on specific respOnSiblItnes in a team

Or group

Use rnatenal resources and information to
meet the goals of a t

t
eam or group

nsiblity aTake mdependen respu in
group contact

Contribute personal resources and
expenmce to the task of the m or group

Tae responstdity us a op oantextk b

by
USING NEW SKILLS AND GAINING

KNOWLEDGE

Learn m a team or group context
Apply skdls of tearnwork or group work

in order to achieve group goals

Develop knowledge about rneenng the
goals of a team or group

Develop ncw skals that ser.e the
changing needs of a team or group

Use the various resources of the torn or
group m the collaborative producaon of
knowledge

Develop new skills to serve the changmg
needs of the team or group

by
EVALUATING, SOLVING

PROBLEMS AND ASSERTING

RIGHTS

Solve problems within A group context
Assess persona. performance in a team or

group

Assert rights within a group
Assess group performance

Negotiate rights and entitlements witlun
A grou

Assepss group performance

..
INTERACTING IN ORGANISATIONS

STAGE Assisted Carnpetencie Independent Competence Collaborative Competence
. ....

....
OMPETENCE3TATEMENT -. : :.

Can, with assistance, participate In the
acsvio.., structures and gocis or on
organisation.

Can Independently perticIpaho In the
octIvities, structures and gods of an
organisation.

Cm, in collaboration with others.
formulate the actMees, skuctures end
goats et cri organisation.

.

...PHASES

by
APPLYING EXPERIENCE

Address Offermees between prior
cultur.1 b.rckvou rid and °potence and the
actwittes, structures and goals of an
orgamsanon

Address differences between prior
linguistic and mithemaucal backgmund
and expenmce and the activmes. structures
and goals of an organisation

Relate pnor cultural background and
experience to the goals of an organisation

Relate pnor lingo isnc arid mathematical
background and experience to the goals of
an orgarusanon

Develop the atinaral backgrotmd and
differences of the members of an
orgarosanon as a resource for servmg its
common purposts

Develop the linguisnc and mathernatmal
background And dIfferences of the members
of an organisation as resource foe semng
its cononon purposes

by
USING SKILLS AND TAKING

RESPONSIBILDY

Fulfil allocated roles in an orgarosanon
contnbute risponstbly to the overall

functions and °biro Ives of the orgou anion

Operete within the structures of an
orgarusation to meet its goals

Cant nbute responsibly to the culture .11
obienlves of an orgamsation

Formulate alternative ways of achieving
the overall gods of an orgarosation

Assume responsibility for contrtbuting to
shaping the culture of an organssanon

by
USING NEW SKILLS AND GAINING

KNOWLEDGE

Learn the overall fuoctIons and obiectives
of . orgarosatIon
. Deploy new skills and adopt new ways of
operating within an organisation

Cain access to knowledge that meets the
goals of an orgamsanon

Deploy new skills that serve the changtng
needs of an organisation

Deploy the resources of the whole
organisation to produce knowledge that
nught further shape the organisation

Tartu-Tate in orgarusanonal change

by
EVALUATING, SOLVING

PROBLEMS AND ASSERTING

RIGHTS

Amon rights and entitlements within an
or p,mmition

Evaluate the partowant's role in relation
to the overall olsieetives a the organisation

Alisert rights and entttlements of
individuals and gr01.1134 WI lilln an
organisation

livaluatc organisational perlorrnanCe

Negottate the rights and entitlements of
individ Oak and groups within the
organisation

hvaluate organisational perforrnanc.

'ASPECT :.. INTERACTING WITH 11-IE WIDER COMMUNIIY

. STAGE
.

.
Assisted Competenc Independent Competence Collaborative Competence

COMPETENCE STATEMENT :
cal. WITh assistance, participate in
communny structures arid ochvitls.

Can Independently participate in
community structutos md ochwhes.

Cm, in calaboranon with others,
construct animalism cceununIty
structures and octtvItios In response to
chancing social need.

PHASES

by
APPLYING EXPERIENCE

Address differences between piessious
and current (Vitoria experience of
community strunures and those of new
communities

Address differnives between prior
linguistic and niathenum al experience of
coroner oily structures And those of new
conununitt ea

Relate cultural background and
expend., in relevant situations in broad
convnunity soniests

Relate linguistic Jed mathematical
background and experience to relevant
situations In broad community contests

Interact in diverse cultural community
contexts, using the diversity of others as a
reuriarCe

Use the hnguistic and mathenidlcal
rm./mires of others to establish and adapt
community struitures and functions

by
USING SKILLS AND TAKING

RESPONSIBILITY

l'arttop Ate in community stru du res and
activities

Conititoite re,pore.dly to the
ielovevoirini of the [motions and ethos-two
of onliniunity group.

Participate In community structures lo
meet established oluedives

AMulne r eripilrevibilOy for personal
actions in soot nbuting to the function of a
cononunity group or reprtseriting a
tornanUniry groop

rormulate community stn.:tures. gtrals
and tunit tons with regard to the needs of
individuals, groups and organ...Inuits

Assume responsibility for the "toilets of
a eornitiunity group or organisation

by
USING NEW SKILLS AND GAINING

KNOWLEDGE

i earn about the wan. individuals, groups
And organisations tan i 001e doily I o

'' fliuir""" "1""i"'nridilv flew skills to undertake different
toles ,Illiiti roilioluoily sirodu Fes

Gain arros to and apply knowledge
about available i orronu tiny re0a00t/1,10
achieve Cortirtiunlie uhiechers

Interact with Individuals, group, and
organ:S.11MM on behalf of minimums
itr".P

Develop nee/ knowiridge and skills by
drawing on a range of personal and
CUrnithrility resuurnoi

Represent the nudists of indivoluals.
groups and organisations in nommunitv
hour.

by
EVALUATING, SOLVING

PROBLEMS AND ASSERTING

RIGHTS

Assert personal nghts and rim tletnents
within a continuo:my

1,.iu,te mina! role
and gods with relation to those of a
ononootty groop

AVYTI a partmpant". rtuinal nghts and
c nutlerrent and those Of others in a
l 41171111U MI V

iivalliare individual and group roles in
iii iiiveins i multiunit,. oliieiii, es

Negotiate individual nght and
intuit-mem. rrld we to tominunity
structures Anil ohieitives

r valuate the relationships that exist
between Ind iVidualli. groups Mid
orio 111,3110ns to a community
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